
 
     THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY, the 1947 original film, is a May, 2016 LVCA dvd 

donation to the Hugh Stouppe Memorial Library of the Heritage United Methodist Church of 

Ligonier, Pennsylvania. Here is Kino Ken’s review of it. 

 

15 of a possible 20 points                                                                          ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

 

United States   1947   Technicolor   110 minutes   live action feature musical comedy 

The Samuel Goldwyn Company   Producer: Samuel Goldwyn 

 

Points: 

1          Direction: Samuel Goldwyn 

1          Editing: Monica Collingwood 

2          Cinematography: Lee Garmes* 

2          Lighting: Natalie Kalmus*, Mitchell Kovaleski* 

            Special Visual Effects: John Fulton*, Harry Redmond, Sr., Harry Redmond, Jr. 

1          Screenplay: Ken Englund, Everett Freeman, and Philip Rapp, based very loosely on the                                                 

                            1939 story by James Thurber 

            Musical Direction: Emil Newman      

2          Music: David Raksin* 

            Songs: Sylvia Fine       

a. “Symphony for Unstrung Tongue” 

b. “Anatole of Paris” 

2          Art Direction: Perry Ferguson* and George Jenkins* 

            Set Decoration: Casey Roberts 

            Illustrator: Dorothea Holt 

            Costume Designer: Irene Sharaff* 

            Makeup: Robert Stephanoff 

2          Sound Recording: Fred Lau* 

            Dialogue Direction: Joan Hathaway* 



1          Acting 

1          Creativity 

15 total points 

 

     Anyone who expects this film to be a faithful adaptation of the 1939 original short story 

crafted by James Thurber is bound to be disappointed. Producer Samuel Goldwyn preferred 

showcasing his glamorous Goldwyn girls, a bevy of models, rather than actresses. His writers 

were instructed to submerge the Walter Mitty character into a Danny Kaye persona, 

complete with trademark exaggerated mannerisms. This makes sections where Kaye is 

featured — nearly all the film — difficult for Thurber fans to watch and accept.  

     On the other hand, much dialogue does reflect The New Yorker wit and wordplay, 

preserving the original tale’s flavor, though not its ambience or psychological insightfulness. 

     With excellent sound recording of every “ta-pocketa-pocketa-pocketa” and uncredited 

musical inserts from Stephen Foster songs, plus a boisterous David Raksin score, the 

production anchors itself more solidly. Lighting shows every line of set design and decoration 

clearly. Realistic natural exteriors are set sharply into contrast with dream sequence 

fantasies.  

     While Thurber chose to concentrate on Mitty’s dreamlife as a wish-fulfillment alternative 

to daily tedium, screenwriters here present it as dangerous escapism from adult 

responsibilities. Their hero is rescued from destructive daydreaming by glamorously 

materialistic Rosalind van Hoorn, supposedly a Dutch immigrant. She nonetheless speaks 

flawless unaccented English. 

     Goldwyn and Company concoct a plot involving Dutch jewelry thieves, two very distinct 

little black books, a murdered gem carrier, one urbane adventuress, and a Thurberesque copy 

editor at a pulp fiction publishing house. These changes allow a fashion show modeling 

session with The Goldwyn Girls ensemble highlighted, as well as a properly menacing turn by 

sinister Boris Karloff’s homicidal psychiatrist. Then who could resist seductively attired 

Virginia Mayo, a most welcome substitute for Mitty’s childishly demanding fiancée, lapdog-

loving Gertrude Grimswold? 

     Armed with a newly invented cops-and-robbers storyline connected to the content of 

Mitty’s workplace publications, Goldwyn’s movie then contrasts the title character’s 

predictable routine and henpecked subsistence with amazingly unexpected escapades every 

bit as colorful as Walter’s self-congratulatory imaginings. Store list items and dream content 

mingle, improvised emergency props allow additional role playing, chance meetings lead to 

surprising romance. A series of suggestive visual episodes in Thurber’s story is displaced by 

formal narrative copied from Hollywood westerns and swashbucklers, with a couple nods to 

Dr. Kildare tossed in for female viewers. 



     Offsetting Kaye’s mugging are enjoyably more restrained performances by Boris Karloff 

and Virginia Mayo. Karloff’s Doctor Hugh Hollingshead has a Jekyll-and-Hyde personality 

permitting the actor to portray suavity and gentleness, as well as malevolent sadism. Virginia 

Mayo gets to caper around in a succession of stylish outfits designed to flatter her figure.   

     Irene Sharaff’s costumes are the real stars of this production. Mayo is an ideal fit for them. 

     Bit players shine, too. Especially Thurston Hall as Bruce Pierce, Mitty’s blustering boss, and 

Gordon Jones’s Tubby Wadsworth, neighborhood practical joker and Mitty’s romantic rival 

for the hand of graceless Gertrude Griswold. Milton Parsons made an estimably capable, if 

larcenous, butler. Future film director Robert Altman has a tiny appearance in the role of a 

man with a drink. Other notables are Lucille Casey, depicting a sympathetic pet food 

saleswoman, Dorothy Granger’s beleaguered woman saddled with suspicious, hotheaded 

spouse, Harry Harvey, Jr. playing a smart-alecky office boy, Paul Newlan’s hapless delivery 

truck driver for Stacey’s, and Harry Woods, who perfectly realizes Mr. Follinsbee’s violent 

antipathy to random callers babbling about undergarments for his wife. 

     Two patter songs written by Kaye’s wife Sylvia and performed by the star show off his 

considerable musical comedy skills. They do not, however, allow for any character revelation 

and do slow the pace of the film. 

     In fact, despite its crime theme, suspense is systematically sapped by intrusive slapstick 

humor and unwanted musical interruptions. 

     Nonetheless, THE SECRET LIFE OF WALTER MITTY is ultimately enjoyable, entertaining fluff 

suitable for viewers ages ten and up. 

     Bonus features include its original theatrical trailer and a five-minute promotional 

interview for the film with lead actress Virginia Mayo. 

     Thanks, as usual, to Wikipedia and IMDB for background and credits information. 


